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The stunning dining and
kitchen area opens onto the
courtyard and extends this
entertaining space

Balmain CLASS
A dated cottage with a haphazard floor plan has
undergone a sophisticated renovation to restore its
heritage style, resulting in a stylish, welcoming home
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Left The original fireplace
was kept and the
room has been given
a revamp with splashes
of gold and bronze
to complement the
period features

Words Emma Wheaton Photography Georgina Egan

W

hen the owner of this
Balmain cottage moved in
she knew it was in need of
a full renovation, both inside
and out. Tired and weathered, the property
had a clunky, busy floor plan and, due to
a number of add-ons and extensions over the
years, the height of the ceiling and the level
of the floor were uneven in places. Clinging
to its heritage style, which was almost lost
in the mess of these previous patch-ups,
the period features needed restoration.
This “sweet” Balmain beauty “needed a new
dress,” says Melanie Tomlinson of Design
Bubble, a Darlinghurst based studio that
took on the project.
The client, a young, sophisticated woman
with an appreciation for traditional design,
was open to a modern interpretation that
used fine finishes when it came to renovating
her weathered Balmain abode. The overall
design vision was for a cohesive renovated
space that stayed true to the heritage style
so prevalent in this character-rich locale.
The home needed to be stylish but have
space to welcome and entertain family and
friends. In keeping with an inviting style
that complements the home’s heritage,
traditional features and finishes were
combined with a fun colour palette to
modernise it and inject life into the space.
The original facade was retained and
restored, along with the original fireplace and
the period features in the first bedroom. The
rear of the house was completely removed
with the only walls left standing being the
front, side wall and roof. Along with the
original fireplace, the walls separating the
bedroom from the remainder of the home
were reinstated. In terms of design and finish,
this was a great project to work on says
Melanie, as the house was redesigned and
rebuilt “practically from the ground up”.
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The master bedroom flows openly onto the
walk-in robe, both of which are feminine,
glamorous and bright through light silvery
tones and the use of mirror panelled doors

Successful and beautiful, this chic
renovation has resulted in a stunning
use of space and sophisticated finishes
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This “sweet” Balmain
beauty “needed a new
dress” — Melanie Tomlinson

One of the challenges of this renovation
was the tight angles and limited space the
design team had to work with — along with
a shared roof space. “It is a unique cottage
that shares one hip roof with two other
residences. Because this roof could not be
greatly modified, the first-floor addition has
the master bedroom walk-in wardrobe and
ensuite bathroom sewn seamlessly within
its pitch,” explains Melanie. She says they
had to get a little creative to ensure they fit
everything in and to maximise storage and
light. “It’s a successful space considering what
we had to work with.”
Successful and beautiful, this chic
renovation has resulted in a stunning use
of space and sophisticated finishes. The
crisp colour palette with gold and bronze
elements, such as in the rug, mirror frame,
cushions and lamp, add warmth and
glamour and complement the heritage

Opposite Heavy drapes
and a decadent royal
blue chair suit the
charming sophisticated
feel of this cottage
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Left and below The
ensuite and bathroom
are elegant and
glamorous with warmtoned travertine tiles
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LEGEND
Ground
1 Entry
2 Study
3 Living room
4 Dining room
5 Kitchen
6 Bathroom
7 Courtyard
First Floor
8 Guest bedroom
9 Master bedroom
10 Walk in robe
11 Ensuite
12 Roof

One of the challenges of
this renovation was the
tight angles and limited
space the design team
had to work with — along
with a shared roof space
features throughout. Similarly the master
bedroom and its adjoining spaces are more
decadent and underwent plenty of design
consideration. The walk-in wardrobe is
open to the remainder of the bedroom and
is a transition space to the ensuite “it was
definitely paid more attention than usual,”
says Melanie. As the homeowner’s personal
space, these rooms had to have “glamour
and sparkle”, which is reflected in the doors,
panelled with bevelled-edge mirrors, the
delightful perfume display cabinet and the
crystal door handles.
The kitchen, dining and courtyard in
particular are spaces of the cottage’s
makeover that should be applauded. The
kitchen appliances were kept simple, using
stunning tapware as a unique feature and
a “fun butler sink.” Also, the choice of colour
in the kitchen adds contemporary flair to the
traditional style and the counter-top bifold
windows onto the courtyard entertaining
space really open up the space. It can
be a powerful addition, particularly for
a suburban or city dwelling, to have areas that
look onto the outdoors, no matter their size,
to give that sense of calm and tranquillity
Reno 10.1-Design Bubble-Balmain plans.indd
from nature. In this case, sandstone paved
courtyard and garden that opens out from
the dining area and creates an outdoor
entertaining space.
10.1-Design
Bubble-Balmain
Overall this home has Reno
been
restored
to its plans.indd
former beauty in a style that pays homage
to its heritage but with modern additions
and a refined elegance that reflects its young
female owner.
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This project was designed by:
Melanie Tomlinson of Design Bubble Pty Ltd
Studio 2, 249 Darlinghurst Road
Darlinghurst NSW 2010
Tel: 02 8084 7822
Email: melanie@designbubble.com.au
Web: designbubble.com.au
This project was built by:
Riley Murphy
Banzai Constructions
Tel: 0439 452 309
License number: 231705C
Architect:
Ray Stevens
OIKOS Architects

The dark grey in the kitchen
give the heritage style a modern edge
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FLOORING
Kitchen, dining, entry and living: Black Butt
timber stained to DB Specification
Bedroom carpet: Armure Beeswax by
Cavalier Bremworth
Outdoor: Sandstone pavers
Laundry: Travertine – Cashmere Light by
STS Enterprises

WALLS
Kitchen, dining, living paint: Dulux Grand Piano,
half-strength, wash and wear
Bedroom master paint: Dulux Grey Pebble,
half-strength, wash and wear
Bedroom study paint: Dulux Dialogue, low
sheen, wash and wear
Trims & ceiling paint: Dulux Lexicon, halfstrength, semi-gloss finish
Hardware: Brionne Range, Polished Nickel &
Ferrasse Fluted Crystal and B&M by Mother
of Pearl
Window treatments: Mansours curtains
KITCHEN
Benchtop: Absolute Blanc by Smart Stone
Splashback: Stone – Absolute Blanc by
Smart Stone
Cabinetry: Hand painted, Dulux Guild Grey
satin finish
Appliances: Bosch by client
Tapware & sink: Perrin & Rowe taps by
English Tapware Company, Belfast Butler Sink
by Reece Surry Hills
		
BATHROOM & LAUNDRY FITTINGS
Benchtop: Absolute Blanc by Smart Stone

Splashback: Absolute Blanc by Smart Stone
Cabinetry: Hand painted, Dulux Grand Piano,
half-strength
Basin: Belfast Butler Sink by Reece Surry Hills
Tiles/walls & floor: Travertine – Cashmere
Light by STS Enterprises
Sanitary fixtures: Ideal Standard, Tonic by
Reece Surry Hills
Taps: Milli, Glance by Reece Surry Hills
Shower/bath: Caroma, Classic by Reece
Surry Hills
LIGHTING
Ceiling: Sistem & Rand by Inlite
Wall lights: Visual Comfort by Laura Kincade
WINDOWS & EXTERNAL DOORS
Glass: E-glass
Frames: Timber framed painted
OUTDOOR
Paving: Sandstone paver by Client
Furniture: By Client
Accessories: Yankee Trader
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